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Abstra t
MultiLanguage systems (ML systems) are formal systems allowing the use of
multiple distin t logi al languages. In this paper we introdu e a lass of ML
systems whi h use a hierar hy of rst order languages, ea h language ontaining
names for the language below, and propose them as an alternative to modal logi s.
The motivations of our proposal are te hni al, epistemologi al and implementational. From a te hni al point of view, we prove, among other things, that the
set of theorems of the most ommon modal logi s an be embedded (under the
obvious bije tive mapping between a modal and a rst order language) into that of
the orresponding ML systems. Moreover, we show that ML systems have properties not holding for modal logi s and argue that these properties are justi ed
by our intuitions. This laim is motivated by the study of how ML systems an
be used in the representation of beliefs (more generally, propositional attitudes)
and provability, two areas where modal logi s have been extensively used. Finally,
from an implementation point of view, we argue that ML systems resemble losely
the urrent pra ti e in the omputer representation of propositional attitudes and
metatheoreti theorem proving.
y Some

material in this paper is ontained in preliminary form in \Hierar hi al Meta-Logi s for
Beliefs and Provability: how we an do without Modal Logi s", appeared in the pro eedings of the 1992
Canadian Conferen e of Arti ial Intelligen e.
 The work with Alan Smaill, Alex Simpson, Paolo Traverso and Ri hard Weyhrau h has provided
some of the intuitions and motivations underlying the work des ribed in this paper. The dis ussions
with Enri o Giun higlia and John M Carthy have provided useful insights into the notion of ontext.
Pat Hayes, Kurt Konolige and Vladimir Lifs hitz have provided useful feedba k. This work has been
done at IRST as part of the MAIA proje t (subproje t No. 222B) (des ribed in \An integrated approa h
to Arti ial Intelligen e" by L. Stringa, IRST te hni al report No 9012-11).
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Introdu tion and motivations

It has been argued that knowledge should be stru tured into sets of fa ts or theories
(often alled \ ontexts"); some of the many examples are [11, 21, 10, 45, 7, 32, 29, 48, 5℄.
In [10, 13℄ the authors take a further step and introdu e a new general kind of formal
systems allowing multiple distin t languages and all them MultiLanguage systems (ML
systems). In [11℄ it is argued, in fa t, that providing ea h theory with its own language
allows us to give a natural and elegant proof theoreti a ount of multi ontextual reasoning and, also, extra exibility whi h an be exploited in the representation of many
phenomena.
In this paper we fo us on a parti ular lass of ML systems whi h allow a hierar hy of rst
order languages, ea h language ontaining names for the language below and propose
them as an alternative to modal logi s. The motivations of our proposal are te hni al,
epistemologi al and implementational.
From a te hni al point of view we prove, among other results, that the set of theorems of
various modal logi s an be embedded, under the standard bije tive mapping between a
modal and a rst order language (mapping the modal operator into a unary predi ate),
into that of the orresponding ML systems. This is done by proving an equivalen e
result between provability in the given modal logi s and a subset of the provable fa ts in
the orresponding ML systems. (As the following will make lear, our results are very
di erent from those des ribed in [38℄).
Moreover, we prove that the ML systems we onsider have further properties, not holding
in modal logi , and argue that these properties are grounded in our intuitions. To justify
our laim we study how ML systems an be used in the representation of beliefs (more
generally, propositional attitudes) and provability, two areas where modal logi s have
been extensively used; [27, 24, 25℄ and [1, 39℄ are some of the many referen es on the
use of modal logi s respe tively on the rst and the se ond topi . One way to interpret
these results is that rst order languages are all we need to give a onsistent theory of
propositional attitudes and provability (see [35, 42, 38℄ for a des ription of the problems
whi h may arise with rst order treatments of modalities) . Instead of extending the
language, as modal logi s do, another solution is to add more stru ture to the logi .
These results show also that the resulting systems t better with our intuitions. This
work gives partial eviden e that John M Carthy's idea that we an implement modalities
without using modal logi s [34, 31℄ is a tually orre t.
It is important to noti e that our motivations are quite di erent, but not ompletely
di erent, from those usually underlying the work on modal logi s. One of our main
interests is, in fa t, to provide foundations to the implementation of \intelligent" reasoning systems. The issue of me hanizibility and of naturalness of the intera tion with
the implemented system plays a entral role in our resear h. Thus, for instan e, we
study logi s of provability with the goal of providing foundations to the urrent pra ti e in theorem proving with metatheories. Analogously, the logi s we propose seem
more suited than modal logi s for the representation of propositional attitudes in the
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implementation of arti ial reasoners. In fa t, ML systems better resemble the stru ture of some of the most su essful existing omputer systems. One example in the
representation of propositional attitudes is Wilks' system ViewGen [47, 49℄ whi h allows
the use of expli itly distin t sets of beliefs (ea h set with its own signature). Analogously, in the area of theorem proving, the OYSTER/ CLAM system [28, 43℄, whi h uses
an expli it de larative metalevel [3℄, has a metatheory whi h is distin t from the obje t
theory and has also a di erent language. Maybe more important, the ideas des ribed
here have been in orporated into a system, alled GETFOL [12℄, whi h gives the user the
ability to de ne arbitrary ML systems with arbitrary bridge rules. GETFOL is a total reimplementation/extension of the FOL system [45, 44, 22℄. The results presented in this
paper amount to showing that some forms of multi ontextual reasoning that we have
me hanized inside GETFOL are onsistent and as expressive as the usual modal logi s.

The main body of the paper (se tions 3, 4, 5) on entrates on the lass MR of the ML
systems ( alled MR systems). MR systems are parti ularly important as they allow
us to establish the link with the basi normal modal system K and are thus the starting
point for the equivalen e results with all the other (normal) modal logi s. Most of the
issues and intuitions are dis ussed only for MR systems but they are generalizable to
the other systems (unless the ontrary is expli itly stated). The paper is therefore stru tured as follows. Se tion 2 gives a short des ription of some basi notions on erning
ML systems (but see [10, 11℄ for a mu h longer presentation). Se tion 3 introdu es the
lass MR and dis usses how the extra exibility derived from using multiple languages
an be e e tively used to formalize (better than with modal logi s) the underlying intuitions. This is done by on entrating on the representation of provability and on the
representation of propositional attitudes. Subse tion 3.1 introdu es the MR system
MK for the representation of provability while subse tion 3.2 introdu es the MR system MBK for the representation of belief. The presentation of MK and MBK is quite
omprehensive and self- ontained. [16℄ and [13℄ give a mu h more detailed des ription of
MK and MBK, respe tively, of other ML systems derived from them and of the overall
motivations behind their development. Se tion 4 provides most of the te hni al results
about MK; it an be skipped by the reader not interested in the te hni al details. Se tion 5 proves and dis usses the main te hni al results about MK. For instan e we prove
that in MK we annot get \global" in onsisten y with a nite set of axioms. Finally
se tion 6 shows how MK an be extended to treat the various modal logi s and gives
multilanguage ounterparts for T, S4 and S5. Se tions 4, 5, 6 give the results only for
MK and its extensions, however the results an be easily extended to MBK and the
other MR systems. In the appendix we state but not prove the MBK version of the
main theorems proved for MK. The appendix also reports some te hni al results that
are relevant for the understanding of the main results of the paper.
Proofs are only hinted. Full proofs and more te hni al results not reported here an be
found in [14℄.
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ML systems

The goal of this se tion is to present brie y the idea of system with multiple languages.
[10℄ and [11℄ dis uss these issues in more detail. The formalization of system with
multiple languages is used only as the basi framework for the de nition of all the
various formal systems needed in the following of the paper.
A formal system with multiple languages is a natural extension of the notion of theory,
de ned as an axiomati formal system. An axiomati formal system S is usually des ribed as a triple onsisting of a language, a set of axioms and a set of inferen e rules,
formally S = hL; ; i. The generalization is to take many languages and many sets of
axioms while keeping one set of inferen e rules. We thus have the following de nition of
ML system:

De nition 2.1 (Multi Language System) Let I be a set of indi es, fLi gi2I , a family of languages and f i Li gi2I a family of sets of w s. A Multi-Language Formal
System (ML System) MS is a triple hfLi gi2I ; f i gi2I ; i where fLi gi2I is the Family of
Languages, f i gi2I is the Family of Axioms and  is the Dedu tive ma hinery of MS.
A family is a set with repetitions. fLi gi2I and f i gi2I an be onstru ted as the
odomain of two fun tions fL and fA respe tively with domain I .
If A is a w of a language L, we write that A is an L-w . Ea h language Li is asso iated
with its theory (de ned as the set of Li -w s whi h an be proved by applying the
dedu tion ma hinery to the axioms). What an be derived is bound by language: ertain
formulas (like the onjun tion of two theorems in two distin t theories) may not be
derived simply be ause there may not be any language in whi h they an be expressed.
We use Natural Dedu tion (ND) and follow Prawitz [37℄ in the notation and terminology.
As a onsequen e, together with the \usual" inferen e rules, we need also to de ne rules
whi h dis harge assumptions. Moreover, as we want to make e e tive use of the multiple
languages, we de ne the inferen e rules in a way to take into a ount the language the
w s are extra ted from. The dedu tion ma hinery , is therefore de ned as a set of
inferen e rules, written as (we write hA; ii to mean A and that A is a Li -w ):

hA1; i1 i
or as:

hA1 ; i1 i

...

hA

n;

in

...

hA

[hB1 ;

i

hA; ii

n;

j1 ℄
An+1 ; in+1
A; i

i h

h

i

in

i

(1)
[hBm ;

i

jm ℄
An+m ; in+m

i  h

i

Æ

(2)

(2) represents a rule Æ dis harging the assumptions hB1 ; j1 i; . . . ; hBm ; jm i. Noti e that in
general, inferen e rules have premises and on lusions belonging to di erent languages.
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The rules whose premises and on lusions belong to the same language Li are alled Li rules, the others bridge rules [11℄. Li -rules allow to draw onsequen es inside a theory
while bridge rules allow to export results from one theory to another.
Noti e that indexes are not part of the languages, but are, rather, a \metanotation"
useful proof-theoreti ally to keep tra k of the lo ality of the reasoning in an ML system.
This is a key point whi h makes lear the di eren e between ML systems and logi s
where the language allows for indexed elements. Similar, but still quite di erent from
ML Systems are Labeled Dedu tive Systems (LDS) introdu ed by D. Gabbay in [9℄. In
su h systems an inferen e rule is applied to a set of labeled formulas t1 : A1 ; . . . ; tn :
An and onditions on labels (e.g. t1 < t2 < . . . < tn ), returning a labeled formula
t : A. Though our de nition of inferen e rule is quite similar, the role of indi es in
ML systems is very di erent from that of the labels in LDS. In ML systems indexes
en ode the metalevel information of the lo ation of the reasoning, while, in LDS, labels
keep tra k of the metalevel information of the derivation pro ess (e.g. the number of
times an assumption is exploited, the number of steps of a dedu tion, the urrent possible
world). Furthermore, rules of inferen e in LDS a ept both obje t level premises (labeled
formulas) and metalevel premises ( onditions on labels), while rules of inferen e in ML
systems are applied only to formulas.
Dedu tions are trees of w s built starting from a nite number of assumptions and axioms, possibly belonging to distin t languages, and applying a nite number of inferen e
rules. hA; ii is derivable from a set of w s in a ML system MS ( `MS hA; ii) if there
is a dedu tion with bottom w hA; ii whose undis harged assumptions are in . hA; ii
is a theorem in MS (`MS hA; ii) if it is derivable from the empty set. Any dedu tion
an be seen as omposed of subdedu tions in distin t languages, obtained by repeated
appli ations of Li -rules, any two or more subdedu tions being on atenated by one or
more appli ations of bridge rules.
To larify things, let us onsider the following simple example of ML system.

Example 2.1 There are three people, Mr. 0, Mr. 1 and Mr. 2. They all use the same
standard logi al onne tives; on the other hand they speak three di erent languages,
in the sense that, if A is an atomi w in Mr. 0's language, then A0 and A00 are its
translation in Mr. 1 and Mr. 2's language respe tively, and vi eversa (we suppose that
00 and 0 distribute over onne tives).
While Mr. 1 and Mr. 2 are omplete reasoners for propositional logi , Mr. 0 has bounded
reasoning apabilities; he an only reason by means of modus ponens. Nevertheless Mr
0. believes (the translation of) everything Mr. 1 and Mr. 2 believe be ause they tell
him all their beliefs and he trusts them.
This situation an be aptured by the ML system ML3 = hfLi gfi=0;1;2g ; f i gfi=0;1;2g ; i,
where  ontains the set of lassi al ND-rules, for ea h language L1 and L2 , modus
ponens for the language L0 and the following two bridge rules B1 and B2 :
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Figure 1: The ML system ML3

hA0; 1i B hA00 ; 2i B
hA; 0i 1 hA; 0i 2
Figure 1 gives a graphi al representation of the stru ture of ML3 .

One simple example of dedu tion in ML3 of h; 0i from h0 ^ 0 ; 1i and h00  00 ^ 00 ; 2i
is:

h00; 2i h00  00 ^ 00 ; 2i E
2
h 00 ^ 00 ; 2i ^E
h0 ^ 0; 1i ^E
h00 ; 2i I 2
h0; 1i B 1
h00  00 ; 2i B 2
h; 0i 1
h  ; 0i E2
0
h; 0i

(3)
We have rst two \phases" of lo al reasoning in Mr. 1 and Mr. 2's theories. The
resulting formulas are then exported in Mr 0's theory. Here the on lusion  is inferred
with an appli ation of modus ponens. Noti e that this is the only way to infer  in Mr.
0's theory from 0 ^ 0 in Mr. 1's theory and 00  00 ^ 00 in Mr. 2's theory. We have
infa t that:
h ^ ; 0i; h  ^ ; 0i 6`ML3 h; 0i
as Mr. 0 does not know how to treat onjun tion.
It is important to noti e the key role of indexes in keeping tra k of the appli ability of
inferen e rules. This is very useful for the development of the proof theory. However
indexes hide the intrinsi ontextuality and lo ality of dedu tions inside ML systems.
These issues are dis ussed in some detail in [11℄. The following is a di erent notation,
introdu ed in [11℄, for the same proof as above, whi h better aptures the intuitions
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underlying the de nition and the development of ML systems.

 00 ^ 00 E
2
00 ^ 00
^
E
2
00

I
00  00 2
B2

E


00
0

^

0

B2

0

^E

1


00

2
0

The intuition underlying the above notation is that a box labeled with i en loses a
subdedu tion inside the single theory i, obtained by appli ations of i-rules only. The
bottom formula of a box sitting on top of another box is a premise of a bridge rule, the
onsequen e of whi h is a top formula of the dedu tion in the lower box.
3

The

lass

MR

In this se tion we introdu e a parti ular lass of ML systems, the lass MR of the MR
systems. Informally, MR systems have the following properties:
1. the languages are ordered in a hierar hy,
2. ea h language in the hierar hy has names for the w s of the level below,
3. any two adja ent languages in the hierar hy are linked only by two bridge rules
whi h are variations of the multilanguage version of re e tion up and re e tion
down (as des ribed in [17℄). In other words the bridge rules are of the form:

hA; Oi

h(\A"); M i R

up:

h(\A"); M i R
hA; Oi

dn:

where \" is a unary predi ate.
Figure 2 gives a graphi al representation of the basi stru ture of the elements of MR.

Ea h MR system is a hierar hi al meta-logi , in the sense that ea h pair of onne ted
theories, O and M , satis es the following onditions:

` hA; Oi if and only if ` h(\A"); M i
` h(\A  B ")  ((\A")  (\B ")); M i
MR

MR

MR

(4)
(5)

whi h are the weakest onditions that guarantee the obje t/meta relation between two
theories [16℄. This hierar hi al stru ture with multiple languages is somehow similar to
Tarski's [40℄. Intuitively, the main di eren e (but see the following subse tion) is that
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M

O

(\A")
6R

(\A")
R

A

A

up:

dn:

?

Figure 2: The family MR
in this work all the metatheories are formalized and that they ommuni ate via the
re e tion rules.

MR systems

are the multilanguage ounterpart of modal K in the sense that their
provability relations an be put in \ orresponden e" with K's provability relation. In
some ases (but not always) this orresponden e amounts to an isomorphism under
the \natural" mapping of rst order language into a modal language (see for instan e
theorem 5.1 on page 25).

In this se tion we present and dis uss two important instan es of MR systems, that is
MK for the representation of provability and MBK for the representation of belief. It
is important to noti e that MK and MBK are not the only two elements of MR; at
the end of this se tion we brie y hint how other \interesting" members of MR an be
de ned.
3.1

MK: reasoning with metatheories

MK is the basi propositional system for the formalization of theorem proving with
metatheories. In metatheoreti reasoning, one usually starts with the obje t theory and
then de nes its metatheory, its metametatheory and so on. Analogously, in MK, the
bottom theory is any obje t theory, the theory at level 1 is its metatheory, the theory at
level 2 is its metametatheory and so on. The meta-predi ate \  " in MK, introdu ed at
the beginning of this se tion, is the unary predi ate Th whi h stands for theoremhood
in the lower theory. Thus, if L is the propositional language (the language of the obje t
theory) for any natural number i (i 2 ! ), Li is indu tively de ned as follows:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

if A ia an L-w then it is an Li -w ;
? is an Li-w ;
if A and B are Li -w s, then A ^ B , A _ B , A  B are Li -w s;
if A is an Li -w then Th(\A") is an Li+1 -w ;
nothing else is an Li -w .
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where: Th is an unary predi ate and \A" is an individual onstant (whi h a ts as the
name of A). In the languages of MK :A is de ned as the formula A  ?. Noti e that
we assume that if \A" is the name of A in Li , so is it in any Lj with j  i. Analogously,
we do not have distin t predi ates Th, one for ea h language. It an be proved that MK
is equivalent to the ML system where these distin tions are made.
MK an now be de ned as follows.

De nition 3.1 (MK) Let L be a propositional language. Then MK= hfLi gi2! ; f
is su h that, for every i 2 ! , i = ; and  ontains the following rules:
[hA; ii℄

hB; ii I
hA  B; ii
hA; ii hB; ii ^I
hA ^ B; ii

hA; ii hA  B; ii E
hB; ii

i

hA ^ B; ii hA ^ B; ii ^E
hA; ii hB; ii

i

g2

i i !;

i

i

[hA; ii℄ [hB; ii℄

hA; ii hB; ii _I hA _ B; ii hC; ii
hA _ B; ii hA _ B; ii
hC; ii
[h:A; ii℄
h?; ii ?
hA; ii
i

hC; ii _E

i

i

hA; ii

hTh(\A"); i + 1i R

hTh(\A"); i + 1i R
hA; ii

up:i

dn:i

Restri tions: the Rup:i -rule an be applied only if the index of every undis harged assumption hA; ii depends on, is stri tly greater than i. ?i an be applied if A is not of
the form B  ?.

The idea underlying the above de nition is that in MK the only bridge rules are re e tion
up and down between any two adja ent theories and that any theory i has a set of
inferen e rules whi h is omplete for ( lassi al) propositional logi (this ensures that the
i-th theory ontains all the tautologies).
Figure 3 gives a graphi al representation of the stru ture of MK. Some basi theorems
and proofs in MK are listed below. The proofs are examples of how dedu tions are
onstru ted in MK.

Proposition 3.1 For any Li -w s A and B , (i){(iii) are theorems of MK.
(i) hTh(\A  B ")  (Th(\A")  Th(\B ")); i + 1i
9
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Th(\A") Th(\A")

2

6R

1

R

up:1

dn:1

?

A

A

0

Figure 3: The MR system MK
(ii) hTh(\?")  Th(\A"); i + 1i
(iii) h:Th(\?")  (Th(\A")  :Th(\:A")); i + 1i

Proof
(i)

hTh(\ 
h 
A

A

"); i + 1i

hTh(\ ") + 1i R
h i E
h i
hTh(\ ") + 1i R I
hTh(\ ")  Th(\ ") + 1i +1 I
 ")  (Th(\ ")  Th(\ ")) + 1i +1
B

R

i

B; i

A

dn:i

; i

dn:i

A; i

i

B; i

B

hTh(\

(ii)

; i

A

A

up:i

B

B

i

; i

A

B

i

; i

hTh(\?") + 1i R
h? i ?
h i
hTh(\ ") + 1i R I
hTh(\?")  Th(\ ") + 1i +1
; i

dn:i

; i

i

A; i

A

up:i

; i

A

(iii)

i

; i

hTh(\: ") + 1i R
R
h: i E
h? i
h:Th(\?") + 1i
hTh(\?") + 1i R
E +1
h? + 1i
h:Th(\: ") + 1i ? +1 I
hTh(\ ")  :Th(\: ") + 1i +1 I
h:Th(\?")  (Th(\ ")  :Th(\: ")) + 1i +1
hTh(\
h

"); i + 1i

A

A

i

dn:i

A; i

; i

i

; i

; i

up:i

; i

i

; i

A

A

dn:i

A; i

i

; i

A

i

; i

A

A

; i

i

Q.E.D.
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Under the obvious interpretation (read Th(\A") as 2A) the three theorems above hold
also for modal K. In parti ular the translation of the rst theorem is the axiom hara terizing modal K (that is 2(A  B )  (2A  2B )).
The obvious question to answer is in whi h sense MK an be seen as a logi for metatheoreti theorem proving. Brie y put, even if MK is propositional, while metatheoreti
theorem proving is rst order, in MK it is possible to represent the same kind of reasoning
usually performed in metatheoreti theorem proving.
In metatheoreti theorem proving two kinds of reasoning are usually performed (see for
instan e [4, 3, 17, 46℄):
1. rst perform some reasoning at the metalevel and then
2. use the results of this reasoning to assert fa ts in the obje t level 1 .
In other words, rst do some reasoning in one theory and then \jump" into another theory and do some more reasoning on the basis of what has been derived in the previous
theory. A proof theoreti a ount of dedu tions whi h start at one level and nish at
another is given by dedu tions inside an ML system with assumptions and on lusion
in distin t languages. In [20℄ it has been advo ated that mathemati al reasoning should
span multiple levels and allow for multiple obje t/meta-theory intera tions, with multiple appli ations of re e tion down from the metatheory into the obje t theory and,
vi eversa, multiple appli ations of re e tion up from the obje t theory to the metatheory. A proof theoreti a ount of this pro ess is given by dedu tions in MK whi h span
iteratively multiple languages. Moreover, it an be shown that, even in the rst order
ase, re e tion up and down are all and only the bridge rules ne essary to \export"
results from dedu tions performed during step 1. and dedu tions performed during step
2. and vi eversa [20, 19, 16℄.
For what on erns step 1., this step is usually performed under the assumption that the
metalevel somehow \simulates" the obje t level. Roughly speaking, this means that any
reasoning step at the obje t level is represented at the metalevel and that any obje t
level proof of a theorem A has an \analogous" proof at the metalevel whi h builds the
representation that A is a theorem, that is Th(\A"). This is what allows then to assert
(via an appli ation of re e tion down) A at the obje t level. This idea of simulation was
already impli it in Godel's de nition of the primitive re ursive proof predi ate P (x; y )
[23℄ (see [39℄ for a more modern des ription of this result). In [46℄ it is expli itly pointed
out that, in the example there des ribed, the proof steps in the (formalized) metatheory
an be mapped in the proof steps into its obje t theory. In [18, 20℄ this idea of simulation
is exploited to de ne a provably orre t system whi h allows the intermixing of reasoning
at di erent levels2 . That this property of simulation holds for MK is hinted by the fa t
1 Note that here we do not onsider all those appli ations where metatheoreti reasoning is studied

per se, independently of how metatheoreti results ould a e t obje t level results.
2 Note that there are appli ations where not only does the metatheory simulate the obje t theory
but it has also stronger prin iples (e.g. indu tion, re e tion axioms) whi h allow to prove stronger
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that the following is a theorem about MK: hA1 ; ii; . . . ; hAn; ii `MK hA; ii i hTh(\A1 "); i +
1i; . . . ; hTh(\An "); i + 1i `MK hTh(\A"); i + 1i (theorem 5.4 on page 27). Moreover,
onsider the derived inferen e rules listed on page 19 and used in the proof of lemma 4.1
on page 20. If we add to MK su h derived inferen e rules we obtain a system where any
inferen e rule appli ation an be simulated at the level above by the appli ation of its
analogous inferen e rule. First order metatheories for theorem proving an be obtained
from MK by adding the derived inferen e rules listed on page 19, by suitably extending
the languages involved and, nally, by adding the metalevel axioms des ribing the syntax
of the obje t level [20, 19℄ (Some are must be taken to deal with assumptions. This
problem is trivially solved onsidering a sequent version of ND, see [20, 19℄).
Noti e that in theorem proving, in the metatheory one usually needs only the names of
the synta ti obje ts and not the obje ts themselves. On the other hand, in MK, Li+1
ontains Li . We have done so as, otherwise, the language would not be powerful enough
for the equivalen e result with modal K (theorem 5.1 on page 25). The results for MK
an be trivially spe ialised to this ase with smaller languages. The resulting systems,
whi h are still members of MR, are the propositional version of the logi s for theorem
proving with metatheories.
Finally, the se ond question to be answered is how MK relates to the formal systems
used in logi or theorem proving.
In mathemati al logi , mu h work has been done on hierar hies of metatheories, on selfre e tive theories and so on. As hinted above, the work whi h most losely resembles
ours is Tarski's [40℄ as he, also, had a hierar hy of multiple languages. Besides the trivial
observation that he was interested in axiomatizing truth, more than provability, there
are substantial di eren es between his and our work: in MK ( ontrarily to what happens
in Tarski's work) all the metatheories are formalized and ommuni ate via bridge rules.
This gives us a proof theory whi h allows the study of the properties of this multitheory
intera tion. In the area of metatheories for provability (see for instan e [8℄), as far as
we know, nobody has ever used multiple languages. The hierar hy is always seen as an
in remental extension of the same theory. There are no multiple theories with distin t
languages. This makes va uous the notion of bridge rule and prevents the study of the
intera tion between meta and obje t level reasoning. [16℄ has a mu h longer dis ussion
on this point.
Prin iples similar to re e tion up and re e tion down have been used in a lot of the
work in metatheoreti theorem proving but in most ases meta and obje t theory shared
results about the obje t theory. For instan e one might be interested in proving the onsisten y of
the obje t theory, namely that ? is not derivable in it. This annot be proved in a metatheory whi h
\only simulates" the obje t theory as su h a metatheory annot prove negative fa ts about the obje t
theory. As another example, one ould be interested in proving that ertain inferen e rules are indeeed
admissible inferen e rules in the obje t theory (as in the ase of the \i example" des ribed in [45℄).
These results again need a stronger metatheory whi h allows for the use of indu tion prin iples whi h
allow to apture the re ursive stru ture of proofs. All these forms of reasoning annot be performed in
MK and are thus not further dis ussed here. On the other hand it seems feasible to extend MK to treat
these ases. MK is the basi system from whi h to start to implement these other forms of reasoning.
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the same language (see [17℄ and its referen es). The work des ribed in [45, 46℄ is the one
whi h most losely resembles ours as it is based on the use of multiple logi al theories
and of a form of re e tion down. On the other hand, in this work, obje t and metatheory
are two distin t theories, ea h with its own dedu ibility relation (say \`OT " and \`MT ").
There is no formal framework inside whi h to des ribe and study the properties of their
intera tion.
Finally, noti e that our work is quite di erent from the work usually des ribed under
the heading of provability logi s (see for instan e [1, 39℄) some similarities would arise
if we onsidered, as obje t theory, PA, PRA or similar theories.
3.2

MBK: reasoning about propositional attitudes

MBK is the basi system for the representation of propositional attitudes. To keep things
simple and more similar to MK we onsider the single agent ase. The metapredi ate
\  " (see page 7) in MBK is the unary predi ate Bl whi h intuitively stands for belief.
The generalization to the multiagent ase is straightforward. [13, 15℄ reports a detailed
des ription of MBK and other related systems for the representation of propositional
attitudes in a multiagent environment.
The idea underlying the formalization of propositional attitudes is that there is an agent,
let us all him a, (usually thought of as the omputer itself or as an external observer)
who is a ting in a world, and has both beliefs about this world, and beliefs about his
own beliefs. For a proposition A about the state of the world, Bl(\A") means that A
itself is believed by a or, in other words, that A holds in a's view of the world; similarly
Bl(\Bl(\A")") means that Bl(\A") is believed by a, i.e. A holds in a's view of his beliefs
of the world, and so on. In other words, a \sits on top" of his beliefs and is able to
reason on the rei ation of his belief A, that is Bl(\A"), in a sort of \metaview" of a
believing A. This pro ess of rei ation an be iterated through a hain of metaviews; a's
beliefs are thus the fa ts derived in a top theory whi h has a metaview, a metametaview,
a meta...metaview of a's own beliefs.
To formalize the notion of belief in a multilanguage framework we have thus a hain
of theories, alled views, where the theory above \sees" the theory below via re e tion
prin iples whi h allow the derivation of Bl(\A") from A and vi eversa. This hain has
a top theory whi h is a's beliefs, that is, its basi beliefs about the world and his view
of all the possible nestings of the belief predi ate. In the ase of the ideal reasoner,
whi h we onsider in the following, to allow arbitrary nesting of the belief predi ate, we
need to have an in nitely des ending hain and thus no bottom theory (one more level
of nesting orresponds to one more theory in the hain). As ea h theory is \above" an
in nite hain and ea h level orresponds to a level of nesting of the belief predi ate, all
the languages in MBK must have the same expressibility, i.e. they must have the same
notion of wellformedness. In MBK all the languages Li , i 2 ! , are equal to L(Bl) whi h
is obtained from a propositional language L as follows:
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(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

if A is an L-w then it is an L(Bl)-w ;
? is an L(Bl)-w ;
if A and B are L(Bl)-w s, then A ^ B , A _ B , A  B are L(Bl)-w s;
if A is an L(Bl)-w then Bl(\A") is an L(Bl)-w ;
nothing else is an L(Bl)-w .

Here L is the language used to express the basi fa ts about the world. As in MK, in
L(Bl) :A is de ned as the formula A  ?.
To de ne MBK we need a way to index theories in the in nitely des ending hain. Dually
to what happened with MK, we index the top theory with 0, the one below with 1 and
so on. MBK an thus be de ned as follows:

De nition 3.2 (MBK) Let L be a propositional language. Then MBK= hfLi gi2! ; f
is su h that, for every i 2 ! , Li = L(Bl), i = ; and  ontains the following rules:
[hA; ii℄

hB; ii I
hA  B; ii

hA; ii hA  B; ii E
hB; ii

i

hA; ii hB; ii ^I
hA ^ B; ii

hA ^ B; ii hA ^ B; ii ^E
hA; ii hB; ii

i

g2

i i !;

i

i

[hA; ii℄ [hB; ii℄

hA; ii hB; ii _I hA _ B; ii hC; ii
hA _ B; ii hA _ B; ii
hC; ii
[h:A; ii℄
h?; ii ?
hA; ii
i

hC; ii _E

i

i

hA; i + 1i R
hBl(\A"); ii

hBl(\A"); ii R
hA; i + 1i

up:i

dn:i

Restri tions: the Rup:i -rule an be applied only if the index of every undis harged assumption hA; ii depends on, is lower than or equal to i. ?i an be applied if A is not of
the form B  ?.

Similarly to MK, re e tion up and down between any two adja ent theories are the
only two bridge rules and any theory i an prove all the tautologies. Figure 4 gives a
(somewhat in omplete) graphi al representation of the stru ture of MBK. The following
fa ts holds in MBK.

Proposition 3.2 For any L(Bl)-w s A and B and any i 2 ! , (i){(iii) are theorems of
MBK.
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Bl(\A")

1
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Bl(\A")

R

up:1

dn:1

?

A

A

Figure 4: The MR system MBK
(i) hBl(\A  B ")  (Bl(\A")  Bl(\B ")); ii
(ii) hBl(\?")  Bl(\A"); ii
(iii) h:Bl(\?")  (Bl(\A")  :Bl(\:A")); ii

Proof The proofs of (i){(iii) an be obtained by repla ing i 1 with i + 1 and Th
with Bl, in the proofs of the orresponding theorems of MK (proposition 3.1 on page
9). Appendix B de nes an operator that transforms ea h dedu tion in MK into a
orresponding dedu tion in MBK. For example the proof of (i) is:
hBl(\ ") i
hBl(\  ") i

h  + 1i R
h + 1i RE
+1
h + 1i R
hBl(\ ") i
hBl(\ ")  Bl(\ ") i I
hBl(\  ")  (Bl(\ ")  Bl(\ ")) i I
A

A

B

A

; i

dn:i

B; i

; i

dn:i

A; i

i

B; i

B

; i

A

A

B

B

A

up:i

i

; i

B

; i

i

Q.E.D.
As with MK, the theory-to-theory intera tion is formalized inside MBK itself and not in
its (informal) metatheory and/or semanti s. Among other things, this allows us to have
dedu tions starting at one level and with on lusion at another level, namely dedu tions
whi h allow the agent to believe something of itself be ause it has derived a fa t in one of
the theories in the hierar hy. A lot of people in the AI and ognitive s ien e ommunity
have argued in favour of this kind of \distributed" representation and dedu tions. For
instan e Wilks [48℄, in his work on belief as ription, spee h a ts and so on, advo ates
the use of distin t sets of beliefs while Fau onnier [7℄ has a mental spa e theory whi h
uses environment-like entities. Noti e that Perlis [36℄ argues expli itly against the use
of multiple hierar hi al theories, the main argument being one of quanti ation. In this
paper he argues, rightly, that we do not want to quantify over all the di erent levels.
His point does not apply here as we are dealing with the propositional ase; on the
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other hand, we argue that, even in the rst order ase, his observation does not rule out
the use of multiple levels and, more generally, of multiple ontexts. Even in the rst
order ase we do not need to quantify over theories unless this is exa tly the kind of
reasoning we want to do. The basi intuition, underlying all our work, is that reasoning
is always ontextual and that, therefore, all the arguments are impli itly bounded to the
urrent ontext and to the ontexts it impli itly refers to [10, 11, 33℄. We never quantify
expli itly over ontexts unless we want to make the ontextuality of reasoning expli it.
3.3

Some global observations

At least in the ases onsidered, using multiple languages seems to give the possibility
of representing phenomena whi h annot be modeled with a unique language and thus
in modal logi s.
First, the derivability relation of ML systems is more expressive than that of any logi
allowing a unique language as it allows dedu tions whi h span multiple languages and,
in parti ular, have assumptions and on lusion in distin t languages. This, we have
argued, is an important property both in the study of metatheoreti theorem proving
and of propositional attitudes.
Se ond, just be ause we have distin t languages, we have been able to onstru t two ML
systems, e.g. MK and MBK, whi h have the same form of synta ti al equivalen e with
modal K (theorem 5.1 on page 25 and theorem C.1 on page 39) but whi h are essentially
di erent (see gures 3 and 4):



MK is stru tured as an in nitely as ending hain while MBK is stru tured as an
in nitely des ending hain.



In MK the languages are all di erent and of in reasing expressive power while in
MBK all the languages have the same expressive power. MBK's hain an be seen
as starting at ! and staying at ! , in the sense that all its theories allow w s with
arbitrarily many nested o urren es of Bl. All the theories in MBK have the same
language just be ause they are all at ! . Dually, MK's hain an be seen as being
up to ! .

The di eren es between MK and MBK an be best summarized by pointing out that
in MK we have only one obje t theory and an in nite number of metatheories while in
MBK we have one meta...metatheory and an in nite number of obje t theories. These
di eren es between MK and MBK, whi h are substantial and seem motivated by our
intuitions, do not seem formalizable in modal logi s. Our explanation of this fa t is that,
in modal logi s, ollapsing all the languages in one, one loses tra k of how, depending
on the appli ation, language is used in the hierar hy of nestings of the proof/ belief
predi ate. Note that the union of all the languages in MK is the same as the union
of all the languages in MBK (modulo the substitution of Th for Bl). Having a unique
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Figure 5: The MR system Multiagent MBK
language has aused a ertain degree of onfusion between provability and belief. For
instan e in [30℄ belief has been modeled as provability.
One ould ask why MBK ould not be used for theorem proving. This question is easily
answered as in MBK there is no obje t theory from whi h to start to build metatheories.
Vi eversa, one ould think of using MK for propositional attitudes. A rst obvious
problem would be that in MK there is no theory where it is possible to prove all the
theorems. The nesting of the Th predi ates (Bl, in the ase of belief) xes the lowest
theory where a w an be proved (see theorem 5.1 on page 25). This for es us to give
up the intuition, aptured with MBK (see orollary C.2 on page 39) that the agent`s
beliefs are all and only the fa ts derived in the top theory. Things get even worse if we
extend the treatment to the multiagent ase. Here the top theory \sees" M theories
where M is the number of the agents [13℄. The resulting stru ture is given in gure 5.
Ea h theory one level below sees again M theories and so on in nitely. This means that
we have a tree growing inde nitely not only in depth but also in breath. In MK this
annot be aptured be ause, even if we try to extend it to the multiple agent ase, at
the bottom level we will have a nite number of theories.
Finally, an important point is that the equivalen e results (theorem 5.1 on page 25,
orollary C.1 on page 25) are synta ti , i.e. for any proof in K we have a proof in MK/
MBK and vi e versa. From the perspe tive of building me hanized reasoners, this is
all we need; after all what matters is that the system gives the same synta ti output
for the same synta ti input, eg. it proves that a given goal follows from a given set
of assumptions. On the other hand the intuitions underlying the semanti s of MK and
MBK are very di erent from the possible worlds semanti s. In a multilanguage system
a theory is a partial des ription of the unique world and its semanti s take into a ount
just this. A full des ription of this topi is out of the goal of this paper, [16℄ reports the
semanti s for MK and motivates the underlying intuitions.
4

Some ne essary te hni alities

This se tion is quite te hni al and reports only te hni al results whi h are needed to
prove the main theorems. It an be skipped by the uninterested/ unte hni al reader
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without endangering the omprehension of the main message of the paper. It is stru tured as follows. First, we de ne modal K and then, in the following two subse tions,
prove that derivability is invariant under the obvious bije tive mapping from modal to
rst order w s.

For the sake of simpli ity, in this se tion we onsider , ^ and ? as the only primitive
propositional onne tives (_ and : an then be de ned in the usual way).

Let L be a propositional language. We de ne the set L(2)-w s of modal w s, as the
minimal set of w s built with the usual rules for the logi al onne tives plus the following
rule: if A is a L(2)-w then 2A is a L(2)-w . The mapping (:) from L(2)-w s to
Li -w s is then de ned as follows:
(i) If A is a propositional onstant then A = A;
(ii) (:) distributes over the propositional onne tives;
(iii) (2A) = Th(\A ").
(:) is an isomorphism with inverse, whi h we write (:)+ . Moreover, notationally, if A is
a Li -w , by Thn (\A") we mean: A if n = 0, Th(\Thn 1 (\A")") otherwise. As usual,
the depth of a modal w (Li -w ) A (in symbols depth(A)) is the greatest number of
nested modal operators (Th predi ates) in A. Noti e that, if A is a modal w , then A
is an Li -w i i  depth(A).
4.1

Modal K

We onsider here a variation of the axiomatization of K, in natural dedu tion style, as
provided by Bull and Segerberg in [2℄:

2 (A ^ B ) 2 (A ^ B ) (^E)
2A
2B
n

n

n

n

2 (A  B ) 2
2B
n

n

A

n

(E)

n

2 A 2 B (^I)
2 (A ^ B )
n

n

n

n

(A)n

n

2 (A  B ) (I)
n

B

n

(:A)n

?
2 A (?)
n

n

where: \2n " stands for a string of n o urren es of 2; in the dependen y dis harging
inferen e rules, (C )n means that the on lusion depends on the union of the sets of
dependen ies ea h premise depends on but C , ea h pre xed by 2n .
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4.2

From K to MK

First note that the following are derived inferen e rules for MK:

hTh

n

(\A"); i + ni

R

n
dn:i

hA; ii
hTh (\A ^ B "); i + ni ^E
+
hTh (\A"); i + ni
n

n
i n

n

hTh

n

(\A"); i + ni hThn (\B "); i + ni n
^Ii+n
hThn(\A ^ B "); i + ni

hTh (\A ^ B "); i + ni ^E
+
hTh (\B "); i + ni
n

n
i n

n

hTh

n

(\A  B "); i + ni hThn (\A"); i + ni n
Ei+n
hThn(\B "); i + ni

[hA; ii℄

hB; ii
hTh (\A  B "); i + ni I +

n
i n

n

[h:A; ii℄

h?; ii

hTh (\A"); i + ni ? +
n

n
i n

with the following restri tions: Ini+n and ?ni+n are appli able only if the indexes of all
the undis harged assumptions, but that dis harged by the appli ation of the rule, are
greater than or equal to i + n. Rnup:i is appli able only if the index of every undis harged
assumption is greater than or equal to i + n.
The arguments for proving that derivability is preserved are given by de ning, for every
natural i two operators (:)h; ii and (:)h+; ii transforming a dedu tion in K of any L(2)-w
A into a dedu tion of hA ; ii in MK and vi eversa.
We use the following notation: if  is a not empty dedu tion, and  a (possibly empty)
dedu tion,

(hA; ii)

is a new dedu tion obtained by putting  on top of every not dis harged assumption of
 whose shape is hA; ii. For any natural number i greater than the greatest depth of
all the w s o urring in a dedu tion in K, let us de ne the operator (:)h; ii as follows.
(A)h; ii =


hA ; ii


1 . . . m ( )n h; i+ni = (1 )h; i+ni . . . (m )h; i+ni
A
hA; i + ni
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in+n

where  may be ^I, ^E, or E;
1h; i+ni
0
(A)n A1 . . . Am
C
B


(I)n A

2 (A  B )
n

0
1
(:A)n A1 . . . Am h; i+ni

A


2

n

A

(? )n

(

(\Ah "); i + ni n
Rdn:i
(hAh ; ii)
1hm
h
; ii
(1 )
n
n
hTh (\A  B  "); i + ni Ii+n

(

(\Ah "); i + ni n
Rdn:i
(hAh ; ii)
1hm
h
; ii
(1 )
n
n
hTh (\A"); i + ni ?i+n

hTh

=

hTh

=

n

n

)

)

The following lemma holds.

Lemma 4.1 If  is a dedu tion of a L(2)-w
exists a natural number i0 , su h that for every
from hA0 ; ii; . . . ; hAm ; ii.

in K from A0 ; . . . ; Am , then there
i  i0 : h; ii is a dedu tion of hA ; ii,
A

Proof [Sket hed℄ The proof is by indu tion on the stru ture of . The argument an be
best understood by noti ing the lose similarity existing between the derived inferen e
rules listed above and K's.

In the ase of ^I, ^E and  E, the result of the appli ation of (:)h; ii is already a
valid dedu tion step in MK (a ording to the above derived inferen e rules). (? )n and
( I)n are more ompli ated and we must take into a ount the fa t that they \lift
up" the undis harged assumptions. This also is taken into a ount by (:)h; ii whi h
(see its de nition) lifts up the undis harged assumptions by putting in front of them n
o urren es of Th and then applies Rndn:i .
Q.E.D.
An example of how (:)h; ii works is given in the following. In the example (:)h; ii is
applied re ursively to the omponents of the dedu tion still to be mapped.
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0
B
B
B


^

A B
( I)0
A B
(
(B A B )

^
1
2  ^ I)(I)
2A  2(B  A ^ B )
0


^

A B
( I)0
A B
(
(B A B )

1h; 1i
C
C
C
0A

=

1h; 1i
1A

^
=
2  ^ I)
0

I
hTh(\A")  Th(\B  A ^ B "); 1i 1
hTh(\A"); 1i R1

dn:0

h; 0i

(^I)
^B
1
hTh  A ^ B "); 1i I1 I0
hTh(\A")  Th(\B  A ^ B "); 1i 1
hTh(\A"); 1i R1
0
hA; 0i
hB; 0i ^I0
0
hA ^ B; 0i

I11
hTh(\B  A ^ B "); 1i
0
hTh(\A")  Th(\B  A ^ B "); 1i I1
A

A
(\B

B

0

=

dn:

Note that (:)h; ii (and lemma 4.1) leaves a degree of freedom in the sense that, above a
ertain index i0 , any i  i0 an be hosen. This is due to the general fa t that dedu tions
an be moved uniformly through layers; in other words, the result of uniformly in rementing all the indexes in a dedu tion is still a dedu tion, the reason being that all the
levels have the same logi and bridge rules. The only bound in shifting the dedu tions
through the layers is that it is impossible to go below a given index, as the languages
would not be expressive enough to represent the w s (e.g. Th(\A") is not a L0 -w ).
Noti e that the \shift" e e t ould be avoided simply by limiting languages, for instan e
by taking in Li+1 only the names of the w s of Li and not Li itself. This is parti ularly
important as the resulting logi is the propositional basis of the logi s for metatheoreti
theorem proving (see previous se tion).
4.3

From MK to K

The operator (:)h+; ii , transforming dedu tions in MK into dedu tions in K is de ned as
follows (with i  j , if i < j this operator is not de ned):
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(hA;


1 . . .  n

hA; j i
where  is ^I, ^E or E;

j

i)h+

j



i = 2i

;i

h+; ii



j

= (1 )

A+

h+; ii . . . (n )h+; ii

2

i j

h+; ii

= ()
hA; ki
where  is R and k = j + 1 or R and k = j ;
up:

j

A+

( )i

j

h+; ii

dn:





hA; j i

where  is ? or I.

j

h+; ii

h+; j i
= i j + ( )i

2

j

A

Noti e that the above transformation does not work (namely no i an be found su h
that (:)h+; ii is de ned) for any dedu tion with a w with index h > j that stands above
the appli ation of a  Ij or of a ?j rule. In fa t  Ij and ?j hange the index of the
transformation to j and it is not possible for the index to get in reased in following
steps. Thus, when
applying the transformation to the w with index h > j , we would
j0 k
have to have 2 , with j 0  j < k, whi h is unde ned. This problem an be solved
by showing that, for any su h dedu tion in MK a new one an be built in MK where all
the nodes with index bigger than i and above an appli ation of a Ii -rule and a ?i -rule
are removed. The new dedu tion is obtained by re ursively removing any w with index
h > j from above any appli ation of Ij or ?j .

Lemma 4.2 If `MK hA; ii, then there exists a dedu tion  of hA; ii from , in whi h
any o urren e above the appli ation of Ii and ?i has index less than, or equal to i.
Proof If hB; j i o urs in a dedu tion above the premiss hA; ii of an Ii with i < j ,
then let hTh(\C "); i + 1i be the rst o urren e at level i + 1 met on the thread from
hA; ii to hB; j i. The subdedu tion of hTh(\C "); i + 1i, ontaining hB; j i, is moved
aside in the following way (the same argument applies to ?i as well):
1
hTh(\C "); i + 1i

R
hC; ii
2
hA; ii I
hD  A; ii
i

3

dn:i

hC; ii
2
hA; ii I
1
hD  A; ii I hTh(\C "); i + 1i R
=)
hC  (D  A); ii
hC; ii I
hD  A; ii
i

i

i

3
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dn:i

(6)

hC; ii
2
h?; ii ?
1
h
A;
i
i
h
Th
(\
C
"); i + 1i
=)

I
hC  A; ii
hC; ii I R
hA; ii

1

hTh(\C "); i + 1i R
hC; ii
2
h?; ii ?
hA; ii

dn:i

i

i

i

(7)

dn:i

i

3

3

Note that the result of the transformation is still an MK dedu tion. In fa t no appli ation
of Rup:i is performed in 2 from hC; ii to hA; ii (or h?; ii) whi h means that hC; ii
an be an assumption of 2 ). Furthermore the assumptions and the on lusion of the
starting dedu tion and the target dedu tion are the same. Given a dedu tion of hA; ii
form we apply redu tion steps (6) and (7) to it, obtaining a dedu tion  in whi h
every o urren e above the Ii and ?i has index less than or equal to i.
Q.E.D.
As an example onsider the theorem hTh(\p  q ") ^ Th(\q  r")  Th(\p  r"); 1i: A
proof of this theorem is as follows:

hTh(\  ") ^ Th(\  ") 1i ^E
1 hTh(\  ") ^ Th(\  ") 1i
hTh(\  ") 1i R
^E1
0
h 0i
h  0i E
hTh(\  ") 1i R
0
0
h 0i
h  0i E
0
h 0i
h  0i I0 R
1
hTh(\  ") 1i
hTh(\  ") ^ Th(\  ")  Th(\  ") 1i I1
p

q

q

p

p;

q

p

r

;

;

p

q

q

dn:

q;

q

q;

q

r

r;

r

;

;

dn:

r;

p

p

q

r;

p

r

q

r

;

up:

p

r

;

The index of the o urren es marked with  (whi h is 1), is greater than the index of
the premiss of I0 (whi h is 0). These w s are moved aside by the transformation step
(6) in the proof of the above lemma to produ e the following dedu tion
hp  q; 0i hq  r; 0i
hTh(\p  q") ^ Th(\q  r"); 1i
hp  r; 0i

I0
^E1 hTh(\p  q") ^ Th(\q  r"); 1i
h(q  r)  (p  r); 0i
hTh(\p  q"); 1i R

I0
^E1
0
h(p  q)  ((q  r)  (p  r)); 0i
hp  q; 0i
hTh(\q  r"); 1i R

E0
0
h(q  r)  (p  r); 0i
hq  r; 0i E
0
hp  r; 0i R
0
hTh(\p  r"); 1i
hTh(\p  q") ^ Th(\q  r")  Th(\p  r"); 1i I1
dn:

dn:

up:

(8)

We are now ready to see how dedu tions in MK get transformed into dedu tions in
K. Let the maximum index of a dedu tion in MK be the greatest index of all the w s
o urring in the dedu tion. Then the following theorem holds.
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Lemma 4.3 If hA1 ; i1 i; . . . ; hAn; in i `MK hA; ii then there exists a dedu tion  in MK
of hA; ii from hA1 ; i1 i; . . . ; hAn ; in i su h that ()h+; i0 i is a dedu tion in K of 2i0 i A+
from 2i0 i1 A+1 ; . . . ; 2i0 i A+n , where i0 is the maximum index of .
n

Proof [Sket hed℄: By lemma 4.2, let  be a dedu tion in whi h no w with index greater
than i o urs above any Ii or a ?i . We prove lemma 4.3 by indu tion on the stru ture
of .
The idea underlying (:)h+; ii and whi h is at the basis of this proof is that dedu tions are
\lifted up" in the sense that, from a dedu tion of hA; j i in MK, we get a dedu tion of
2i j A in K. Thus A, o urring in MK in the w hA; j i (j  i) is translated, in K, into
\2i j A; ^Ij , ^Ej and Ej are treated analogously while the going up and down through
the layers in MK is forgotten (the mapping simply \forgets" the appli ations of re e tion
up and down). Some are must be taken in dealing with with Ij and ?j , to take into
a ount the fa t that the orresponding K rules lift up the undis harged assumptions.
This is why these rules hange the index of the transformation. In parti ular, as the
orresponding K rules lift up the undis harged assumptions of (i j ), to get the indexes
right we have to give the mapping of the dedu tion above the rule appli ation the index
i (i j ) = j .
As typi al examples, let us see the step ases of Rup:j and Ij .
=

1

hA; j i

hTh(\A"); j + 1i R
By the indu tion hypothesis 1h+ i is a dedu tion of hA; j ih+
hTh(\A"); j + 1ih+ i = 2 ( +1) Th(\A")+ = 2 A+.
up:j

;i

;i

i

i=

;i

j

i j

hA; j i

 = hB; 1j i
hA  B; j i I

2

i j

A+

and also of

j

By the indu tion hypothesis 1h+; j i is a dedu tion of B + from 2j i1 A+1 ; . . . ; 2j
So, for any i  j , 0h+; ii , is a dedu tion of 2i j (A  B ) from 2i j 2j
2i j 2j i A+n , i.e. from 2i i1 A+1; . . . ; 2i i A+n .
n

n

in
i1

+
A+
n;A ;
+
A1 ; . . . ;

Q.E.D.

To see an example of how the mapping from MK to K works, let us re onsider the
previous dedu tion (8). Noti e that the operator (:)h+; 1i an be applied as the indexes
of the w s have been onstru ted to give no problems. the result of the appli ation of
the operator (:)h+; 1i to (8) is a proof in K of:

2(p  q) ^ 2(q  r)  2(p  r)
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qr
r
(I)0
2(p  q) ^ 2(q  r)
(q  r)  (p  r)
1
(^E)0
2((p  q)  ((q  r)  (p  r))) (I)
2(p  q)
2(p  q) ^ 2(q  r)
1
(E)
(^E)0
2((q  r)  (p  r))
2(q  r)
1
(E)
2(p  r)
(I)0
2(p  q) ^ 2(q  r)  2(p  r)
p

q
p

(9)

Noti e that dedu tion (8) in MK, has the same shape as dedu tion (9) in K.
5

The main results about MK

The rst result is a form of synta ti equivalen e between provability in K and provability
in MK.

Theorem 5.1 For any w s A1 ; . . . ; An ; A; A+1 ; . . . ; A+n `K A+ if and only if there exists
an i su h that hA1 ; ii; . . . ; hAn; ii `MK hA; ii.
Proof [Sket hed℄: The theorem is a onsequen e of lemma 4.1 and lemma 4.3.

(=)) It is an immediate onsequen e of lemma 4.1.

((=) MK an be proved to have the following property: if `MK hA; ii and i0 is the
maximum index o urring in and hA; ii, then there exists a dedu tion of hA; ii from
su h that all its o urren es have index less than or equal to i0 . We all this property
the \sublevel" or \weak subformula property". The proof of this property is sket hed in
appendix A.

Thus, if hA1 ; ii; . . . ; hAn; ii `MK hA; ii there exists a dedu tion  for hA; ii from
hA1; ii; . . . ; hAn; ii with maximun index i. By lemma 4.3, A+1 . . . A+n `K A+. Q.E.D.

MK an a tually be proved to have a strong subformula property whi h is the natural
extension of the usual notion of subformula property [14℄. A orollary of theorem 5.1 is
the onsisten y of all the theories in MK.

Corollary 5.1 ( onsisten y of MK) For every i 2 ! , h?; ii is not a theorem of MK.

h?; ii annot be derived in MK, otherwise, be ause of theorem 5.1 we would get that ? is
provable in K and thus its in onsisten y. This result an also be obtained, independently
of theorem 5.1 by using the sublevel property introdu ed in the proof of theorem 5.1,
using an argument similar to that used by Prawitz in [37℄ for proving the onsisten y of
ND systems.
Theorem 5.1 does not mean that K and MK's derivability relations an be put into
a one-to-one mapping. In se tion 3 we have already dis ussed the possibility and the
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advantages of having dedu tions whi h span di erent languages. There are further properties whi h hold spe i ally for MK and MBK but not for K. Some of these properties,
des ribed in the following, involve the multilanguage stru ture of MK and on ern the
propagation of in onsisten y through the hierar hy of theories.

Theorem 5.2 If

` h?; ii then ` h?; j i for any j  i.
MK

MK

Equivalently: if 6`MK h?; ii then 6`MK h?; j i for any j  i. In other words, if be ause
of some assumptions we derive bottom in one theory then all the theories below are
in onsistent and, vi eversa, if one theory is onsistent then all the theories above it are
onsistent. The proof is straightforward and it is based on the onsideration that, if the
i-th theory is in onsistent, then hTh(\?"); ii is a theorem.

Note that the onverse of theorem 5.2 does not hold; deriving ? in one theory does not
yield the derivation of ? in the theories above it. Be ause of the lo ality of dedu tions
(inside a theory) and the ltering performed by re e tion up, it is impossible to propagate
the in onsisten y upwards. Lo al in onsisten y (in onsisten y inside a theory) does not
imply global in onsisten y (in onsisten y everywhere, in our ase in all the theories), as
it does happen in human reasoning and does not happen in the \usual" logi al systems.
This property is highlighted by the following two results.

Theorem 5.3 For every nite set of w s , there exists a w
hA; ii.

hA; ii su h that 6`

MK

Proof [Sket hed℄ Proof by ontradi tion. The proof is based on the following fa t: the
result of eliminating all the assumptions with index less than j from a dedu tion of an
Lj -w is still a dedu tion of the same Lj -w (the reason being the restri tion on re e tion
up, whi h does not allow the propagation towards the upper layers of assumptions or of
any of their onsequen es).
Let i0 the greatest index of the w s in (this exists, be ause is nite). Let us suppose
that `MK h?; i0 + 1i. Then, as we an drop all the assumptions less than i0 , we have
`MK h?; i0 + 1i, whi h ontradi ts orollary 5.1
Q.E.D.
Noti e that the proof uses niteness only to establish the existen e of i0 . Theorem 5.3
ould be trivially generalized to onsider a (possibly in nite) with a maximum index,
that is a su h that there exists an i0 su h that any w in is of the form hC; j i with
j  i0 .
Theorem 5.3 says that, as long as we add nitely many assumptions to it, MK annot get
into in onsisten y. This result holds even if we add ontradi tory w s. Let us suppose
we have added the w h?; ii. We will be able to derive everything in the i-th theory
and also in all the theories below it (we an derive hTh(\A"); ii and hTh(\:A"); ii)
but not in those above it. As a orollary we obtain thus the following very interesting
property.
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Corollary 5.2 (of theorem 5.3)

h?; ii 6` h?; i + 1i.
MK

This result an a tually be generalized to axioms. Thus, as long as we allow only nite
sets of axioms, there will always be a way to \get out" of an in onsistent situation simply
by going high enough in the hierar hy of theories.
As far as propositional attitudes are on erned, the lo alization of reasoning in general
and that of in onsisten y in parti ular has often been argued to be a property of ommon
sense reasoning (see for instan e [6℄). Analogously, in metatheoreti theorem proving,
a onsistent metatheory to an in onsistent theory an be used to reason (inside the
system, not only in its informal metatheory or in the ode implementing it) onsistently
about in onsisten y. One goal ould be, for instan e, to identify the set of assumptions/
axioms generating the in onsisten y.
Noti e that the property des ribed by theorem 5.3 does not hold in MBK (see appendix)
as in MBK, ontrarily to what happens with MK, there exists a top theory. This, we
argue, agrees with the intuition that an in onsistent believer, by de nition, annot be
able to reason onsistently about his own beliefs. On the other hand, note that the MBK
version of orollary 5.2 holds (see orollary C.5 in the appendix). The intuition behind
this result is that we an have a believer whi h reasons onsistently about in onsistent
beliefs and, more generally, that it is possible to have onsistent beliefs about in onsistent
beliefs.
We on lude this se tion with the formal statement of the fa t that theorem proving at
one level is simulated at the level above.

Theorem 5.4 For any natural number i, hA1 ; ii . . . hAn ; ii
hTh(\A1 "); i + 1i . . . hTh(\An"); i + 1i `MK hTh(\A"); i + 1i

` hA; ii if and only if
MK

The (=)) dire tion is trivial. The ((=) dire tion an be proved as a orollary of the
equivalen e with K (noti e that the dual of the S ott rule, i.e. if 2 ` 2A then ` A
holds for K).
6

Multilanguage systems based on MK

We rst prove the main result whi h is at the basis of the generalization of the equivalen e
result between K and MK to other modal systems; then, in the following subse tion, we
use it to prove the equivalen e between T, S4 and S5 and its multilanguage versions.
Finally we on lude with more multilanguage systems and some on luding remarks.
6.1

The basi

lemma

We on entrate on the relation among ML systems with the same languages and dedu tion ma hinery (thus di ering only in the hoi e of the axioms).
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De nition 6.1 Let MS = hfLi gi2I ; f i gi2I ; i and MS0 = hfL0i gi2I ; f 0i gi2I ; 0 i two
ML systems. We say that MS0 is based on MS, if and only if, for every i 2 I , Li = L0i ,
0
0
0 whi h is not in i is a hara teristi axiom
i  i , and  =  . Every element of
i
of MS0 with respe t to MS 3 .
Theorem 6.1 Let MS be an ML system based on MK. Let `MS hA; ii and the set
of hara teristi axioms o urring in a dedu tion  of hA; ii from . Let i0 be the
greatest index in . Then ; 0 `MK hA; ii where 0 is the minimal set su h that, for any
hB; j i 2 , hThi0 j (\B "); i0 i 2 0 .
Proof [Sket hed℄: The main idea underlying this theorem is that assumptions in the theory i behave as axioms for all the theories with index less than i. The di eren e between
an axiom and an assumption be omes relevant only when it prevents the appli ation of
re e tion up, i.e. for all the theories of index greater than or equal to i).
Thus any dedu tion in MS an be repeated in MK by adding to MK MS's hara teristi
axioms as assumptions (of a ertain form). In parti ular all the axioms with index
i  i0 are assumed in MK as they are. On the other hand, to allow re e tion up and
to maintain the same proof theoreti e e ts, any axiom in MS of the form hA; ii with
i  i0 must be lifted up to an assumption of the form hThi0 i (\A"); i0 i. But this is
exa tly what the theorem says.
Q.E.D.
Theorem 6.1 essentially says that assumptions behave as axioms for all the levels below
that where they are assumed. This is why ertain axioms must be lifted up: assumptions,
to behave as axioms, must be high enough in the hierar hy of levels. This is another
interesting property of MK, whi h seems to suggest that, in a sense, axioms (meant
as those fa ts whi h do not prevent re e ting up) are not ne essary, in other words,
that axioms ould be onsidered as assumptions of a metatheory of suÆ iently high
level. This seems to have an intuitive ounterpart in the fa t that any time we set up a
formal system we have to start from somewhere, from some prin iples in its metatheory
everyone should agree on (in the mathemati al logi books, the metatheory is informal
and the language used is a natural language.)
6.2

MT, MS4 and MS5

In Hilbert logi s, the various normal modal systems (for instan e T) are obtained by
adding to K their hara teristi axiom s hemas (in T, 2A  A, s hemati in A). In
Bull and Segerberg's logi s the same e e t an be obtained by adding analogous axiom
s hemas (in T, 2n (2A  A), s hemati in A) for any n  0 [2℄. Analogously, we get
MT from MK by adding the axiom s hema hTh(\A")  A; ii (s hemati in A) to any
theory of MK where it an be stated.
3 From now on, we will always omit to write \... with respe t to MS".
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De nition 6.2 For any natural number i and for any
S 5i+2 be:
Ti+1

S 4i+2

S 5i+2

Li -w

A,

let

Ti+1 , S 4i+2

and

= hTh(\A")  A; i + 1i;
= hTh(\A")  Th(\Th(\A")"); i + 2i;
= fh:Th(\A")  Th(\:Th(\A")"); i + 2i;

Then MT, MS4 and MS5 are the ML systems based on MK whi h are obtained from MK
by adding, for any i, the hara teristi axioms Ti , Ti and S 4i, Ti , and S 5i , respe tively.

Let us write MX to mean one among MT, MS4 and MS5 and X to mean the orresponding modal system (T, S4 and S5 respe tively). We an thus prove the following
theorem.

Theorem 6.2

`

X

A+

if and only if there exists an index i su h that `MX hA; ii.

Proof [Sket hed℄: We sket h only the proof for MT. The other ases are analogous.

(=)) Let `T A+ . Note that a proof of A+ in T, as de ned by Bull and Segerberg in
[2℄, that uses a set of axioms , an be seen as a dedu tion in K of A+ from the set
of assumptions ea h obtained by writing a \suitable" number of boxes in front of ea h
element of . This means that, there exists a suitable nite set 0 of w s of the form
2n(2B  B ) su h that 0 `K A+. Then, by the equivalen e theorem (theorem 5.1),
there exists an index j su h that

h
We also have that

0 ;

j

i ` hA; j i:

` h
MT

and, from (10) and (11):

(10)

MK

0 ;

j

i

(11)

` hA; j i

(12)
((=) Let `MT hA; ii. Let be the set of hara teristi axioms (of the form hTh(\A") 
A; ii) o urring in a proof  of hA; ii. Let i0 be the greatest index in . Then, by
lemma 6.1, there exists a 0 su h as 0 `MK hA; ii. It follows trivially that 0 `MK
hThi0 i(\A"); i0 i.
MT

Note that ea h element of 0 has index i0 . We an thus apply the \if" dire tion of the
equivalen e theorem (theorem 5.1) (hA1 ; ii; . . . ; hAn; ii `MK hA; ii =) A+1 . . . A+n `K A+ ).
0+

`2
K

i0

i

But note that the elements of 0+ are all of the form 2i0 j (2A  A) for some
and thus that `T 0+ . This allows us to prove (from equation (13)):

`2
T

i0
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i

(13)

A+ :

A+

j

 i0
(14)

On the other hand we also have that `T
to derive

i

`

T

from equation (14).
6.3

20

i

 A (s hemati

A

in A) whi h allows us
(15)
Q.E.D.

A+

More ML systems

ML systems whi h are equivalent to T, S4 or S5 an be more elegantly obtained by
adding bridge rules, instead of axioms, to MK.

De nition 6.3 For any natural number i, let Ti , S 4i and S 5i be the following bridge
rules:
hA; ii T hTh(\A"); i + 1i S 4 h:Th(\A"); i + 1i S 5
i
i
hA; i + 1i i hTh(\A"); ii
h:Th(\A"); ii
Restri tions: Ti has the same restri tion as Rup:i. S 4i and S 5i are appliable only their
onsequen es are Li -w s.
Then MT', MS4' and MS5' are the ML systems obtained from MK by adding, for any
i su h that their onsequen es are Li -w s, the bridge rules Ti , Ti and S 4i , Ti , and S 5i ,
respe tively.

Let us write MX to mean one among MT, MS4 and MS5 and MX' to mean the multilanguage system with the orresponding bridge rules (MT', MS4' and MS5' respe tively).
We an then prove the following result.

` hA; ii if and only if ` hA; ii.

Theorem 6.3

MX

MX`

Proof (=)) The following table shows how the MX' bridge rules (on the left) are
derived inferen e rules in the orresponding ML system, MX. This is done by showing
that we an build dedu tions in MX (listed on the right) with the same premise and
on lusion as the bridge rule.
MX'

h

h

MX

h

i T
+ 1i

hTh(\

A; i

A; i

A

; i

hTh(\

; i

hTh(\

up:i

i

");

i

i

E +1
i

hTh(\ ")  Th(\Th(\ ")") + 1i E
+1
hTh(\Th(\ ")") + 1i R
hTh(\ ") i
+ 1i h:Th(\ ")  Th(\:Th(\ ")") + 1i
E +1
hTh(\:Th(\ ")") + 1i R
h:Th(\ ") i
A

A

A

A

")  A; i + 1i

A

+ 1i

A

; i

A

"); i + 1i

A

h:Th(\ ") + 1i S 5 h:Th(\
h:Th(\ ") i
A

R
h

A; i

; i

A

"); i + 1i

A

i

hTh(\ ") + 1i S 4
hTh(\ ") i

i

A; i

; i

A

i

dn:i

A

A

A
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; i

; i

; i

; i

i

; i

dn:i

Noti e that the restri tion on Ti ensures the appli ability of the Rup:-rule.

((=) The following table shows how the MX axioms (on the left) are theorems in the
orresponding ML system MX'. This is done by showing that we an build dedu tions
in MX' (listed on the right) whi h prove the axiom in MX.
MX

MX'

hTh(\
h
h

"); i + 1i

i T R
+ 1i
hTh(\ ")  + 1i I +1
hTh(\ ") + 2i S 4
h
Th(\ ") + 1i +1
+ 2i
hTh(\Th(\ ")") + 2i R +1I
hTh(\ ")  Th(\Th(\ ")") + 2i +2
h:Th(\ ") + 2i S 4
h:Th(\ ") + 1i +1
+ 2i
hTh(\:Th(\ ")") + 2i R +1I
h:Th(\ ")  Th(\:Th(\ ")") + 2i +2
A

hTh(\

")  A; i + 1i

A; i

A

i

A; i

A

hTh(\

")  Th(\Th(\A")");

A

i

")  Th(\:Th(\A")");

A

i

A; i

A

; i

A

; i

A

i

up:i

; i

A

h:Th(\

dn:i

A

A

; i

A

; i

i

; i

i

i

A

A

up:i

; i

A

; i

i

Noti e that the fa t the A is an Li -w ensures the appli ability of S 4i and S 5i . Q.E.D.
MX' systems give a rst positive feedba k on the onje ture, dis ussed in both [10℄
and [13℄, that we an on entrate a lot of the \interesting resear h" on ML systems on the
sear h for \suitable" bridge rules. This orresponds to the intuition that many reasoning
phenomena an be modeled simply by ontrolling the propagation of onsequen es among
theories.
But whi h of the MK properties generalize? Trivially, all the ML systems onsidered
are onsistent.

Corollary 6.1 For every i 2 ! , h?; ii is not a theorem of MT, MS4, MS5, MT', MS4'
and MS5'.
On the other hand, all the results about the lo alization of onsisten y (theorems 5.3, 5.2)
do not generalize to any of the systems whi h an prove the MT axioms. In these systems
lo al in onsisten y implies global in onsisten y, i.e. if ? is derived in one theory, then
it is derived in all the theories. That this is the ase an be best understood by looking
at the MT' bridge rules: they in fa t propagate any onsequen e derived in one theory
to all theories above it. On the other hand an analogous onsideration an be drawn by
looking at MT simply by noti ing that h:Th(\?"); i +1i is an axiom of the metatheory.
As a last onsideration, so far we have de ned various multilanguage ounterparts of
the most ommon modal systems, namely T, S4 and S5. But, what about the other
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modal systems? Are we able to build their multilanguage ounterparts? That this is
not a trivial issue an be spotted simply by thinking riti ally of the (=)) dire tion of
the proof of theorem 6.2. This proof is, in fa t, based on the following three steps:





translation of `MX in `MK by lemma

translation of `MK in `K by the equivalen e theorem;

translation of `K in `X by the theorems of X.

where the last step makes use of the key property \`X 2A =)`X A" to an el the 2.
In the proof of theorem 6.2 we exploit the fa t that the T axiom gives us this property.
Most of the well known modal systems have this property. But what happens with
modal systems where we annot exploit the above property? One problem is due to
the fa t that in ML systems we may have dedu tions spanning di erent languages: this
allows dedu tions (not having any ounterpart in the modal system) whi h produ e an
otherwise unprovable theorem. These results are quite te hni al and are based on the
sublevel property. [14℄ is a omprehensive, te hni al paper on this topi .
7

Con lusion

The main point of this paper was to propose multilanguage systems whi h ould be
used, at least in some problem domains, in pla e of modal logi s. This proje t has been
arried out from various perspe tives:



From a te hni al point of view, we have proved various equivalen e results with
the most ommon modal logi s.



From a representational point of view, we have shown that multilanguage systems
have properties not holding in modal logi s and argued that these properties are
motivated by our intuitions. For instan e we have introdu ed two ML systems,
MK and MBK, both equivalent to modal K but with very di erent hara teristi s. These hara teristi s, we have argued, make them parti ularly suited for the
representation of provability and propositional attitudes, respe tively. Moreover,
we have shown other interesting properties: in the MR family lo al in onsisten y
does not imply global in onsisten y, a nite set of axioms annot make MK globally in onsistent, assumptions behave as axioms in all the levels below that where
the assumption is made and so on.



From an implementational point of view, we have argued that ML systems provide
better foundations to (some of) the implemented systems whi h are at the state of
the art in the AI resear h in metatheoreti theorem proving and in the representation of propositional attitudes. In parti ular, among other things, the work with
ML systems has been motivated by the desire to give foundations to (some of) the
multi ontext reasoning whi h we usually arry on inside the GETFOL system.
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It is our deeper belief that multilanguage systems an be used to provide a unifying and
foundational framework for the representation of knowledge and ommon sense reasoning. The idea is that reasoning is mainly ontextual and that multilanguage systems
provide the right framework to formalize ontext- based reasoning. The work on modal
logi s is only one of the many examples whi h are being studied inside the Me hanized Reasoning Group; some other examples are: abstra t reasoning, metatheoreti
reasoning, reasoning by analogy, reasoning about time, reasoning about distin t subje t
matters.
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A

The sublevel property

The goal of this se tion is to give a sket h of the proof of the sublevel property (needed,
among other things, in the proof of the equivalen e result between K and MK).
Let us de ne an operator (:)( 1) on w s. Intuitively (:)( 1) tranforms an Li+1 -w into
an Li -w by removing (if there exist) the \most external" o urren es of Th(). Here are
some examples:


 (

1)

(

1)

p

Th(\p ^ q") _ r
(
p ^ Th(\q ") ^ Th(\Th(\r ")")



Formally (:)(

1)

1)

= p
= (p ^ q ) _ r
= p ^ q ^ Th(\r")

is de ned by (i){(iii):

(i) p( 1) = p, if p is a propositional onstant;
(ii) (:)( 1) distributes over onne tives;
(iii) Th(\A")( 1) = A.
For any natural number n, let us de ne A(0) = A and (A)(
tions of (:)( 1) to A.

n)

as the result of n appli a-

If  is a dedu tion in MK of hA; ii from and i0 is the greatest index of the w s in
[ fhA; iig, then an o urren e hB; j i in  is a over owing formula of , if j > i0 .

Theorem A.1 If `MK hA; ii, then there exists a dedu tion in MK of
with no over owing formulas.

hA; ii from

Proof [sket hed℄: Intuitively in 0 , every peak of  rising above the i0 level, is attened
at this level and everything below i0 is left un hanged. The idea is that ( ontrarily to
what happens in modal logi s) Th(\A"), where A is any formula, is an atomi formula
and annot be looked inside (the only way to do reasoning on A is by \extra ting" A
from the theoremhood predi ate with an appli ation of re e tion down).

Let  be any dedu tion of hA; ii from and i0 the greatest index of the o urren es in
. Let 0 be the dedu tion in MK obtained by substituting every over owing formula
hB; j i of  with hB ( j+i0); i0 i and removing every premiss of an Rdn:j or an Rup:j , with
j  i0 .
It is easy to prove, by indu tion on , that 0 is a dedu tion of hA;
over owing formulas.

i from

i

with no
Q.E.D.

Corollary A.1 If `MK hA; ii, then there exists a proof in MK of hA; ii, where all the
w s o urring in it have index less than or equal to i.
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B

MK vs. MBK

The goal of this se tion is to make expli it the onne tion between MK and MBK.
Let us de ne the operator (:)hM BK; ii , that maps MK dedu tions into MBK dedu tions.
Intuitively (:)hM BK; ii onvert the predi ate Th in Bl, reverses the indexes of the o urren es of a dedu tion. Formally, if i0 is the greatest index of the o urren es of , then
()hM BK; i0 i is a dedu tion obtained by substituting every o urren e hA; ii in  with
hA[Th=Bl℄; i0 ii.
An example on how (:)hM BK; ii works, is as follows:
0hTh(\Th(\p")"); 2i
hTh(\p"); 1i R R 1 hTh(\q"); 1i R
B
B
0
hp; 0i
hq; 0i
B
^I0

hp ^ q; 0i R
0
hTh(\p ^ q"); 1i
dn:

dn:

1h
C
1C
C
A

M BK;

hBl(\Bl(\p")"); 0i R
0
hBl(\q"); 1i R
hBl(\p"); 1i R
1
hp; 2i
hq; 2i
=
^I2
hp ^ q; 2i R
1
hBl(\p ^ q"); 1i

2i

dn:

dn:

dn:1

dn:

up:

up:

Theorem B.1 If  is a dedu tion in MK of hA; ii from and i0 is the greatest index
of the o urren es of , then ()hM BK; i0 i is a dedu tion in MBK of hA[Th=Bl ℄; i0 ii from
0 ; where 0 = fhC [Th=Bl ℄; i0 j i : hC; j i 2 g.
Corollary B.1 If A is an
that `MBK hA[Th=Bl ℄; j i.

Li -w

, then

` hA; ii if and only if there exists a j
MK

Corollary B.2 If A is an Li -w then `MK hA;

i if and only if ` hA[

i

MBK

=Bl ℄;

Th

su h

0i.

Proof By sublevel property ( orollary A.1) there exists a proof  in MK of hA; ii,
whose o urren es have index less than or equal to i. By theorem B.1, ()hM BK; ii is a
proof in MBK of hA[Th=Bl ℄; 0i.
Q.E.D.
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C

The MBK version of MK's main theorems

This se tion lists, when possible, the MBK version of the results about MK proved in
the main body of the paper. Ea h result is indexed by the analogous result for MK.
Note that the restri tion \if A is an Li -w " does not apply in MBK (the languages
are all the same). In the following, when we onsider MBK, we use the words w and
formula to mean L0 -w . By (:) we mean here a mapping between the modal language
L(2) and L(Bl).

Corollary C.1 (Theorem 5.1) For any L(Bl)-w s A1 ; . . . ; An; A; A+1 ; . . . ; A+n
if and only if there exists an i su h that hA1 ; ii; . . . ; hAn ; ii `MBK hA; ii.

`

K

A+

By the sublevel property ( orollary A.1), orollary C.1 an be rewritten with i = 0. We
have thus the agent's top theory has the provability relation equivalent to that of modal
K.

Corollary C.2 For any L(2)-w s A1 ; . . . ; An ; A; A1 ; . . . ; An `K A
hA; 0i.
Corollary C.3 (Corollary 5.1) For every i 2 ! , h?;
Corollary C.4 (Theorem 5.2) If

`

MBK

() hA1; 0i; . . . ; hA ; 0i `
n

i is not a theorem of MBK.

i

h?; ii then ` h?; j i for any j  i.
MBK

Note that the analogous of theorem 5.3 does not hold for MBK: it is suÆ ient to assume
? at the top theory (0) to make all the theories in onsistent.

Corollary C.5 (Corollary 5.2)

h?; i + 1i 6` h?; ii.
MK

Corollary C.6 (Theorem 5.4) For any natural number i, hA1 ; i + 1i; . . . ; hAn ; i +
1i `MBK hA; i + 1i if and only if hBl(\A1 "); ii; . . . ; hBl(\An "); ii `MBK hBl(\A"); ii
Corollary C.7 (Theorem 6.1) Let MBS be an ML system based on MBK. Let `MBS
hA; ii and the set of hara teristi axioms o urring in a dedu tion  in MBS of hA; ii
from . Let i0 be the lowest index in . Then ; 0 `MBK hA; ii where 0 is the minimal
set su h that, for any hB; j i 2 , hBlj i0 (\B "); i0 i 2 0 .
De nition C.1 (De nition 6.2) For any natural number i and any L(Bl)-w A let
Ti , S 4i and S 5i be:
Ti = hBl(\A")  A; ii
S 4i = hBl(\A")  Bl(\Bl(\A")"); ii
S 5i = h:Bl(\A")  Bl(\:Bl(\A")"); ii
Then MBT, MBS4 and MBS5 are ML systems based on MBK by adding, for any i, the
hara teristi axioms Ti , Ti and S 4i, Ti , and S 5i, respe tively.
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MBK

Let us write MBX to mean one among MBT, MBS4 and MBS5 and X to mean the
orresponding modal system (T, S4 and S5 respe tively).

Corollary C.8 (Theorem 6.2)

`

X

if and only if `MBX hA; 0i.

A+

De nition C.2 (De nition 6.3) Let
S 5i be the following bridge rules:

i

 0 be any natural number.

Let

hA; i + 1i T hBl(\A"); ii S 4 h:Bl(\A"); ii S 5
hA; ii
hBl(\A"); i + 1i
h:Bl(\A"); i + 1i
Restri tions: T has the same restri tion as R in MBK.
i

i

i

T , S4
i

i

and

i

up:i

Then MBT', MBS4' and MBS5' are the ML systems obtained from MBK by adding, for
any i, the bridge rules Ti , Ti and S 4i , Ti and S 5i , respe tively.

Let us write MBX to mean one among MBT, MBS4 and MBS5 and MBX' to mean the
multilanguage system with the orresponding bridge rules (MBT', MBS4' and MBS5'
respe tively). We an then prove the following result.

Theorem C.1 (Theorem 6.3)

` hA; ii () `
MBX

MBX`

Corollary C.9 (Corollary 6.1) For any i,
MBS5, MBT', MBS4', and MBS5'.
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hA; ii.

h?; ii is not a theorem of MBT, MBS4,

